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Disclaimer
The opinions expressed by Judge Ledger in the
following presentation are solely those of the
speaker. Judge Ledger does not speak for or
espouse any opinion of the Workers’
Compensation Appeals Board, Department of
Industrial Relations, the State of California, or
any other entity.



Topics
Permanent Total Disability Cases

◦ Common Mistake # 1 – Misunderstanding / Misapplying Fitzpatrick and 
Applied Materials

◦ Common Mistake #2 - Relying on improper evidence / not the best evidence
◦ Common Mistake # 3 – Failing to Develop Evidence of PTD Apportionment



Permanent Total Disability
The first key to 100% cases is understanding what you are rating. 

The standard for determining permanent total disability is found in 
Labor Code, section 4662, which states: 

◦ (a) Any of the following permanent disabilities shall be conclusively 
presumed to be total in character:
◦ (1) Loss of both eyes or the sight thereof.
◦ (2) Loss of both hands or the use thereof.
◦ (3) An injury resulting in a practically total paralysis.
◦ (4) An injury to the brain resulting in permanent mental incapacity.

◦ (b) In all other cases, permanent total disability shall be determined in 
accordance with the fact.



PTD (con’t) 
The proper legal standard for determining whether applicant is 
permanently and totally disabled under 4662(b) is whether applicant’s 
industrial injury has resulted in applicant sustaining a complete loss of 
future earning capacity.  (§§ 4660.1, 4662(b); see also 2005 PDRS, pp. 1-
2, 1-3.) 
◦ A permanent disability rating can range from 0% to 100%. Zero percent signifies no 

reduction of earning capacity, while 100% represents permanent total disability. A 
rating between 0% and 100% represents permanent partial disability. Permanent total 
disability represents a level of disability at which an employee has sustained a 
total loss of earning capacity. Some impairments are conclusively presumed to be 
totally disabling. (Lab. Code, §4662.) 

(2005 PDRS, pp. 1-2 to 1-3 (emphasis added).) 



PDRS is prima facie evidence
Per section 4660.1(c), the PDRS “. . . shall be prima facie evidence of the 
percentage of permanent disability to be attributed to each injury covered by the 
schedule.” 

◦ Prima facie - accepted as correct until proved otherwise



Common Mistake #1
Misconstruing / misapplying the holdings of Fitzpatrick and Applied 
Materials



Fitzpatrick and Applied 
Materials 
In Fitzpatrick, the Third District Court of Appeal held that section 4662(b) does 
not provide an independent path to rebuttal of the rating provided for under the 
PDRS. (Fitzpatrick, supra at 622.) In sum, the court found that section 4660 is 
not limited to permanent partial disability. 

(Department of Corrections & Rehabilitation v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd., 
(Fitzpatrick), (2018) 27 Cal. App. 5th 607)

The apparent legal holding in Fitzpatrick is that the Appeals Board must follow 
the PDRS in assigning permanent total disability, unless it is rebutted. The 
oversight in Fitzpatrick is that the PDRS expressly defines a complete loss of 
earnings capacity as constituting permanent total disability. 

Applied Materials in essence follows and adopts much of the language of 
Fitzpatrick. (Applied Materials v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd., (2021) 
64 Cal. App. 5th 1042.) 



Fitzpatrick, con’t
The Fitzpatrick court expressly stated they were in harmony with Ogilvie. (Compare 
Fitzpatrick, supra, with Ogilvie v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd., (2011), 197 
Cal.App.4th 1262.) 
◦ “The scheduled rating is not absolute however. The scheduled rating (or component parts of 

the rating) may be rebutted based on the specific circumstances of a case. (See Ogilvie v. 
Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, 197 Cal.App.4th at pp. 1266–1276; Contra Costa 
County v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (2015) 240 Cal.App.4th 746, 755–761 [193 Cal. Rptr. 
3d 7]; Milpitas Unified School Dist. v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, 187 Cal.App.4th 
at pp. 827–829.)”

Pursuant to the holding in Ogilvie: 
◦ [A]n employee may challenge the presumptive scheduled percentage of permanent disability 

prescribed to an injury by showing a factual error in the calculation of a factor in the rating 
formula or application of the formula, the omission of medical complications aggravating the 
employee’s disability in preparation of the rating schedule, or by demonstrating that due to 
industrial injury the employee is not amenable to rehabilitation and therefore has suffered a 
greater loss of future earning capacity than reflected in the scheduled rating.

(Ogilvie v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd., (2011), 197 Cal.App.4th 1262, 1277 
(emphasis added))



Fitzpatrick, con’t
This same conclusion was reached by the Second District in Borman: “Here, we 
do not take issue with the WCALJ’s conclusion that Borman could rebut the 
rating schedule’s DFEC by offering vocational expert testimony showing 100 
percent loss of earning capacity.” (Acme Steel v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd., 
(Borman) (2013) 218 Cal. App. 4th 1137, 1142.)



Rebuttal of DFEC
In order to explain the most significant logical fallacy in Fitzpatrick and by 
association Allied Materials, we must first understand who constituted the 
sampling of injured workers that established the Future Earning Capacity (FEC) 
chart within the PDRS. 

The FEC adjustment table was created within the 2005 PDRS by statutory 
command: 
◦ For purposes of this section, an employee’s diminished future earning capacity shall be

a numeric formula based on empirical data and findings that aggregate the average
percentage of long-term loss of income resulting from each type of injury for similarly
situated employees. The administrative director shall formulate the adjusted rating
schedule based on empirical data and findings from the Evaluation of California’s
Permanent Disability Rating Schedule, Interim Report (December 2003), prepared
by the RAND Institute for Civil Justice, and upon data from additional empirical
studies.

(§ 4660(b)(2), (emphasis added).)



RAND Study
The RAND Study referenced in the above statute is what created the FEC tables 
within the PDRS. The RAND study expressly excluded consideration of total 
disability cases: 
◦ In a series of studies for the California Commission on Health and Safety and Workers’

Compensation (CHSWC) the ICJ has examined the adequacy of permanent partial
disability (PPD) benefits, the workers’ compensation court system, and medical fee
schedules.

◦ In this study, we focus on the system for evaluating permanent disabilities in
California, the permanent disability rating schedule. The rating schedule, which is
used to determine eligibility for PPD benefits as well as the amount of benefits, is at
the center of legislative debates to reduce the costs of the workers’ compensation
system.

(Reville, Robert, et. al., Evaluation of California’s Permanent Disability Rating 
Schedule, Interim Report (December 2003), available at https://www.dir.ca.gov/
CHSWC/Reports/PermanentDisabilityRatingSchedule-InterimReport.pdf 
(emphasis added).)

https://www.dir.ca.gov/


PTD Rebuttal, con’t
◦ Third and finally, the court held ‘[a] scheduled rating may be rebutted when a 

claimant can demonstrate that the nature or severity of the claimant's injury is 
not captured within the sampling of disabled workers that was used to compute 
the adjustment factor.’” (Contra Costa County v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, 
240 Cal.App.4th at p. 751.) 

(Fitzpatrick, supra at 620.) 

The Fitzpatrick holding states that permanent total disability determinations 
under section 4662 are subject to section 4660. The holding also states that 
section 4660 is rebuttable. Per Fitzpatrick, the basis for rebuttal necessarily 
exists in all permanent total disability determinations. The sampling of 
disabled workers used to compute the FEC adjustment factor in the PDRS did 
not include totally disabled workers. When applicant is permanently and totally 
disabled, applicant by default rebuts the scheduled rating because the PDRS did 
not consider such injured workers in the adjustment factors. 



Common Mistake #2 
Relying on improper evidence / not the best evidence.



PTD (con’t) 
A finding of permanent total disability in accordance with the fact (that 
is complete loss of future earnings) can be based upon medical 
evidence, vocational evidence, or both.  

◦ Medical evidence of permanent total disability could consist of a doctor 
opining on complete medical preclusion from returning to work.  For 
example, in cases of severe stroke, the Appeals Board has found that 
applicant was precluded from work based solely upon medical evidence. 
(See i.e., Reyes v. CVS Pharmacy, (2016) 81 Cal. Comp. Cases 388 (writ den.); 
see also, Hudson v. County of San Diego, 2010 Cal. Wrk. Comp. P.D. LEXIS 
479.)  



PTD (con’t) 
Vocational evidence.  In such cases, applicant is not precluded from 
working on a medical basis, per se, but is instead given permanent work 
restrictions.  Depending on the facts of each case, the effects of such 
work restrictions can cause applicant to lose the ability to compete for 
jobs on the open labor market, which results in total loss of earning 
capacity.  Whether work restrictions preclude applicant from further 
employment requires vocational expert testimony.    



PTD (con’t) 
Common issues with PTD evidence.

1. Failure to adequately define the work restrictions.  Relying upon 
a general QME exam vs. obtaining a formal functional capacity 
evaluation. 

2. Doctors taking the role of the vocational evaluator. 

3. Vocational evaluators taking the role of doctor.

4. Vocational evaluators not following the PDRS and basing 
rebuttal on something other than DFEC.



Common Mistake #3
Defendant’s failing to work up / understand apportionment of PTD.



Apportionment - PTD
Labor Code section 4663 requires any report addressing permanent disability to 
also address apportionment of disability. Defendant carries the burden of proof 
on apportionment. (§ 5705.) Apportionment of permanent disability must address 
causation of disability and must constitute substantial evidence. (Escobedo v. 
Marshalls (2005) 70 Cal. Comp. Cases 604, 611, 620-621 (Appeals Board en
banc).) 



Apportionment, con’t
Causation of disability is not to be confused with causation of injury. (Id. at 611.) 
This concept appears to confuse many in the workers’ compensation community. 
To determine whether you are apportioning correctly, you must define what the 
rated disability is, and then determine what the causes of that disability are. As 
discussed by our Supreme Court, permanent disability has multiple forms. 
◦ Permanent disability is understood as the irreversible residual of an injury. (Citation.) A 

permanent disability is one which causes impairment of earning capacity, impairment 
of the normal use of a member, or a competitive handicap in the open labor market. 
(Citation.) Thus, permanent disability payments are intended to compensate workers 
for both physical loss and the loss of some or all of their future earning capacity. 

(Brodie v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (2007) 40 Cal.4th 1313, 1320 (Brodie).) 
(citations and quotations omitted).) 



Most Common Mistake
Focusing apportionment on non-industrial risk factors.  

Common example: applicant’s ability to speak English impacts DFEC.  
That is not apportionment of disability; that is a risk factor for applicant 
sustaining complete loss of DFEC as a result of a work injury. 

◦ A corollary of the no-fault principles of workers' compensation is that an employer
takes the employee as he finds him at the time of the employment. (Citations.) Thus, an
employee may not be denied compensation merely because his physical condition was
such that he sustained a disability which a person of stronger constitution or in better
health would not have suffered.

(South Coast Framing v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (Clark) (2015) 61 Cal.4th 
291, 300 (citations and quotations omitted).) 



Apportionment, con’t
Q: Why shouldn’t the employer get a discount when applicant is 

uneducated, or non-English speaking, or (insert non-industrial 
risk factor here)

A: They may get a discount, but any such discount is obtained by 
paying PTD at a wage rate commensurate with the person’s 
skills.

No person that I know of has 100% access to the open labor market.  The 
amount of training, education, skills, and athletic prowess needed to do 
every possible job on the labor market would appear to exceed one’s 
lifetime.  We all have our limits.



How do you actually apportion 
PTD?
You must define what the rated disability is, and then determine what the 
causes of that disability are.

For PTD under section 4662(b), the rated disability is not spinal fusion, 
knee replacement, or CRPS.  The rated disability is applicant’s work 
restrictions.

Let that sink in. 

The disability is applicant’s work restrictions.

To prove apportionment of PTD cases, you must determine the cause of 
the work restrictions.



Apportionment, con’t
Doctors are not accustomed to providing an apportionment opinion on 
work restrictions because they improperly assume that disability in 
every case is based upon the AMA Guides impairment.

For PTD under 4662(b), we’re looking at rebuttal based on work 
restrictions showing complete preclusion from the open labor market.

Defendants should be exploring what the medical cause of those 
restrictions are.

◦ Simple answer given is often they are 100% industrial because they did not 
exist before the injury.

◦ That is one fact to consider.  Quite often it is errantly seen as the only fact to 
consider.



Questions?


